The Next Level of Quality and Fit

Eat Well, Laugh Hard.
Live out loud. Live whole.
5 Benefits of Whole You Nexteeth™

- Precise Fit
- More Comfort
- Durability
- Easy to Clean
- Time Saved
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Precise Fit with Latest Digital Technology
Precise Fit

Natural Fit
Our original CAD (Computer-Aided Design) software and CAM (Computer-Aided Manufacturing) technology accurately creates dentures that fit the unique contours of your mouth.

Less Need for Adhesive
The better fit of Whole You Nexteeth™ means most users will have little to no need to use and spend money on uncomfortable adhesive.
More Comfort with Revolutionary Process
More Comfort

Distinctively Thin Palate

Finely controlled milling technology allows Nexteeth™ to have a thinner palate, delivering more comfortable dentures.

More Stable and Better Fitting

The combination of accurate digital design with milling technology and advanced materials results in a stable fit that lasts.
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Durability with High Quality Materials
Durability

Advanced Denture Base Material
The Nexteeth™ denture base retains its shape much better than conventional dentures when exposed to normal use situations.
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Easy to Clean with Patented Coating
Easy to Clean

Easy Cleaning and Care
Our proprietary coating makes cleaning and daily care easy, which helps prevent food from sticking and staining.

Long-lasting Coating
Testing conducted by Whole You™ demonstrates that Nexteeth™’s coating is still effective after 3+ years of simulated brushing.*

*Simulated brushing method developed by Whole You™.
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Time Saved with Innovative System
Time Saved

Fewer, Shorter Visits at the Dentist
Our innovative system allows your dentist to capture all information during the first appointment and deliver your denture by the third appointment, compared to five visits on average for conventional dentures.

Quick and Easy Replacements
Digital file backups make getting a replacement quick and easy, saving you time and money.
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Ask Your Dentist about Nexteeth.
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